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Bugaboo frog manual instructions

1bugaboo frog instructions for using deear parents and other users,Congratulations on the purchase of this Bugaboo frog. We also bought to make it safe, convenient and forsaken to use; Please read these instructions carefully before using them for the first time. We'd love to hear your comments on the design, usage, instructions or
anything else you feel will improve it. Also, Bugaboo Customer Service in service@bugaboo.us can answer questions about BugabooFrog.important your new user guide only applies for Bugaboo Frogs with item code 38022201, which can be found on the serial number sticker on the central meadel of the Andarium. Stroller, baby stroller,
buggy compatible with ASTM F833-05a.Your child safety may be affected if you fail to follow these instructions. Read them carefully before using your Bugaboo frog and save them for future reference. Get to know the action of your Bugaboo frog before using it. Never use force on your insect frog. If you are in problems, re-check the
instructions or call BugabooCustomer Service 1-310-372-2976.The brake must only be used as a parking brake. Always engage in the parking brake before you fit your Frogaboo.Your Bugaboo frog is designed to carry one child who weighs less than 18kg. A Bugaboo frog with a crib is designed to carry one child who is under 6 months
old, who weighs less than 10 kg and is less than 28 inches tall. The Bugaboo frog bag under the carriage is not intended to transport more than 8kg. The total weight hanging from the throne should not exceed 8lbs. The Bugaboo frog is only meant to carry one child. The insect frog is not a jogger. Don't run or run with the Bugaboo
Frog.Do doesn't allow kids to play with or near Frogaboo.Use the wrist strap attached to the handlebars at any time. Always remove your child when adjusting locations or configurations of your Bugaboo frog. Adjusting while the child is at the scene can cause serious injury. BugABOO Frog Seat/Crib is not a car seat. Use an approved car
seat when your child is driving a car. Graco and Peg Pro car seats are certified and match the Bugaboo Frog chassis used in the Bugaboo* facility. See Section L (Optional Accessories). Remove your child from your Bugaboo frog before going up or down stairs, escalator or steep slopes. Lift the bugaboo frog's front wheels to move it up
or down the pavements. The rods between the wheels are not designed to support weight. Standing on them is unsafe and stutter your Bugaboo frog.Keep your Bugaboo frog away from heat sources or an open flame. Be especially careful about burning cigarettes. The fabric used by your Bugaboo frog meets the flammable requirements
of the California Bureau of Home Furnishings Technical Advisory 117. Use only bugaboo-recommended products and accessories described in Section L (optional accessories) with your new Bugaboo cart. Extended exposure to sunlight can cool some parts of A Frog.Do to expose your Bugaboo frog to extreme heat or cold. Bugaboo
Frog's warranty is void in case of damage due to overload, improper folding, or use of accessories recommended by No Bugaboo. For more information, see the warranty form. Don't put your insect frog together in front of little kids. Make sure all safety devices are working properly. Use only spare parts supplied or approved by
Bugaboo.BugabooTMand FROGTMare Trademarks of Bugaboo Design &amp; Sales in the U.S., Inc., subject to license. Such symbols cannot be used without explicit permission. Z00389 - UG NA eng rv3 0506.qxp 5/17/2006 11:50 Page 1Page 2 Zoom Zoom Previous Page 1/20 Next Page 3 Zoom Small The view on the previous page
1/20 Next page 4 Zoom reduction on the previous page 1/20 Next page Page 5 Reduce the display of the view on the previous page 1/20 Next page 610J Maintenance Points Included points regularly check if all safety devices are working properly. Regularly check the handle and seat or cradle base for damage. Just using spare parts
supplied or approved by Bugaboo.Folding the Bugaboo frog or accessories while still wet or storing them in a damp place can cause moss. If the inner tubes of the large wheels develop leaks you can fix them in the same way as an innertube bike. Well-stocked bike shops sell new internal pipes and right-sized tyres. Cleanse your
Bugaboo frog with a damp cloth and light detergent. The walking focuses are particularly susceptible to dirt. Clean them regularly by removing them as described, rinsing with lukewarm water, then greasing them with silicone or Teflon spray and reinstalling them. You can't grease the wheel bearings. All Bugaboo Frog covers and calculus
can be retractable and machine-attacked at most. Do not bleach, iron, clean dry or dry or tuck or cover. Always remove stiffness and removable foam parts before washing. Warning Always expect laundry instructions.accessoriesK accessories provided as StandardBugaboo Frog under bugaboo frog seat bag under the seat bag designed
to carry a maximum of 8 kg. To adjust, see Diagram B5. Sun will be caught All babies have very sensitive skin. Never leave a baby unprotected in the sun! Use the sun canopy or parasolBugaboo shown in section L (optional accessories). Mosquito net Mosquitoes keep flies, mosquitoes and other insects away from your child. Attach it to
the foot end of the seat/crib above the sun drum. Rain cover The rain cover protects your child from rain and wind. Attach it to the foot end of the seat/cradle frame above the sun drum. Remove the sun-paneled textiles to give your child an uninterrupted display. The rain sediment has a crockery; Slide the holes on both sides across the
semost pins on the side of this frame/cradle. There's a vent on the front of the rain cover; For optimal ventilation ensure that &amp; hook Loop fastened strips of the vent to meet well when pressed Under direct sunlight, temperatures below the sun's greenhouse can be uncomfortably warm. Warning to avoid uncomfortable heat build-up,
lower rain cover when rhine stops. Warning Make sure ventilation is optimal by pressing the w &amp; loop fas-teners of the rain cover vent together. Z00389 - UG NA eng rv3 0506.qxp 5/17/2006 11:50 Page 10Page 711L Optional AccessoriesParasolA Wheelieboard that allows you to move a toddler who is a foot away from a cell The
SeatsuffCargan BagTransport Bag Warning Bag Suspension more than 3.6 kg/8 kg from the handle can cause your Bugaboo frog to roll over and severely injure your child, espe-cially when the stroller is used on grades or inclines. Suspension of more than 2.5 kg/5.5 lb is not recommended.Warranty Terms1 These Terms apply to all
carts manufactured by Bugaboo, Unless otherwise agreed with vendor.2The responsibility begins on the day of purchase and is valid for a period of 24 months.3 In case of defects the owner must contact the supplier.4 If the supplier cannot fix the problem he will send the product to the manufacturer with a clear confirmation of the
problem and a copy of the purchase receipt from day to date. In case of repairs under the crocodiles of responsibility, The carriage is at the expense of the manufacturer and risk.5 The manufacturer is not obligated to replace or take back the product.6 The warranty applies only to products that the user has not made any changes to.7 The
warranty is only valid for the first owner and cannot be transferred.8Re pairs do not incur any right to an extension of the warranty period.9Bugaboo does not accept any liability whatsoever for damage other than the product produced by Bugaboo.The warranty is illegal if1 the warranty card has not been completed properly and has been
returned to Bugaboo.2a The creator is not offered to the manufacturer upon receipt of the purchase and card.3Defects due to misuse or maintenance contrary to instructions.3 4 Developments to the product have been snarled by a third party without the manufacturer's prior consent.5 The defect is due to neglect or as a result of an
accident 6The serial number was found to be corrupted or removed.7The wear and tear due to daily use of the product.8The warranty terms have not been observed.9 Purchase from all important unauthorized retailers or sellers The warranty period for the Bugaboo cart is two years from you purchase. The warranty is valid only if you
complete the warranty form and send it to Bugaboo. BugABOOFROG's serial number is also worth noting for this warranty: you'll find it on the outside of the frame just above the big wheels. Keep your warranty and purchase receipt in a safe place. Unless otherwise specified on the warranty card, the information you provide will also be
used to keep you up to date with special offers on Bugaboo products. Z00389 - UG NA eng rv3 0506.qxp 5/17/2006 11:50 Page 11Page 8 Zoom Resize Previous Page 1/20 Next Page Page 9 Zoom Out on Previous Page 1/20 Next Page 10 Zoom Reduction Previous Page 1/20 Next Page 11 Zoom Out On Previous Page 1/20 Next Page
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